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PRINT design and production



magazine advertisement, two single pages + full-spread

Haagen Dazs



magazine article, print and digital publication

Best of the Bay

BEST 
of the

What is it about this place?  

Is it the inventive people, the over-

the-top views, the cutting-edge 

aesthetic—or the killer cocktails? 

We say all of the above, and 

more. In our annual Best of the 

Bay Area issue, we declare what 

we love about living here right now, 

plus the 110 best ways to make 

each a part of a very good life. 

Here are a few of our picks. 

Edited by Sarah Mueller

The big museum in the park got most of the press 

last year, but meanwhile, the Yerba Buena arts district, 

in SoMa between Market and Howard and Third and 

Fourth, is becoming a true cultural nexus. New museums 

have opened and established ones have relocated, 

institutions are renewing themselves and future ones—

like the Jewish Museum—have broken ground. All this 

action has created a vortex that’s drawing in art lovers 

and those in search of history. 

“The new energy in the neighborhood is palpable,” says 

Yerba Buena Center for the Arts executive director Ken 

Foster. “There are more tourists, more residents, new 

businesses, and more foot traffic. As a result, we’re 

attracting more people, and it’s an incredible  

time to be here.”

So many museums in such a small area means more 

opportunity for all. “We hope that all of the organizations 

in the Yerba Buena area will work with one another, 

rather than competing,” says Rene de Guzman, visual 

curator for YBCA. He’s thinking of cooperative events, 

such as the recent joint ticket with the Cartoon Art 

Museum and even a universal pass to all the museums.

“I can’t think of a better place to be in terms of 

collaboration and support,” says Denise Bradley, 

executive director of the Museum of the African 

Diaspora, which opened in the St. Regis Hotel in 

December. She cites, as one example, the Yerba Buena 

Black Panthers exhibition, during which MoAD cohosted 

the book signing for ex-Panther Kathleen Cleaver, while 

YBCA held a progressive party with MoAD called From 

the West Coast to the Ivory Coast.

The lastest boom in SOMA is in...

WHAT WE LOVE
The lastest boom in SOMA is in...

YBCA, 701 Mission St., 
415-978-2787; 

Cartoon Art Museum, 

655 Mission St., 
415-227-8666; 

MoAD, 685 Mission St., 
415-358-7200; 

Museum of Craft and Folk 
Art, 51 Yerba Buena Ln., 
415-227-4888; 

SFMOMA, 151 Third St., 
415-357-4000. 

If you had the stamina, you could spend 

an entire day in this patch of concentrated 

culture. Imagine checking out the Music in 

Comics show at the Cartoon Art Museum 

and the exhibition of African American 

quilts at the  Museum of Craft and Folk 

Art in the morning, stopping for lunch and 

the Matthew Barney show at SFMOMA, 

dropping by MoAD to take in the work of 

photographer Gordon Parks, and capping 

the whole excursion at the hip opening 

night party for Cosmic Wonder at Yerba 

Buena. (One of these days, you’ll be able 

to take a break in a sculpture garden 

atop the SFMOMA parking garage. San 

Francisco’s Jensen & Macy architects are 

working on it now.)

Speaking of those YBCA parties, check 

out this month’s bash celebrating the 

opening of Cosmic Wonder, which 

exhibits the work of a new generation of 

artists who are using hypnotic patterns 

and imagery to explore the great beyond. 

Besides jamming out to music by Soft 

Circle and Feathers, the coolest kids in 

town will be taking part in the beloved 

group levitation game Light as a Feather, 

Stiff as a Board. July 14, $12 in advance, 

$15 at door. 

“If you had the 
stamina, you 
could spend 
an entire day 
in this patch of 
concentrated 
culture” 

We’re noticing these days that the social 
calendar is crammed, with big-deal 
parties that somehow just keep getting 
better and better. The frenzy shows no 
sign of slowing down, not when the PR 
stars in this town are trying so hard to 
outdo each other.

Used to be that when you needed to 
stage a fashionable event—charity or 
otherwise—you called PR pro Allison 
Speer. Like a wedding planner without 
a happy couple to get in the way, she 
lined up the A list, handled the caterer, 
arranged for the right look, and roped 
in the press. She’s always been in 

solid with the socialites; no one else 
can consistently get Melanie Craft 
Ellison or Sloan Barnett to show up. 
And she can still land big clients like 
Agent Provocateur—she did their recent 
high-profile store opening.   But these 
days, the queen bee is defending her 
turf against two flamboyant upstarts—

and the divas who throw them

Having our pick of phenomenal produce 
almost every day of the week

WHAT WE LOVE

WHAT WE LOVE

Heart of the City
Eliminating the middleman really brings prices down. The ridiculously 

cheap produce at this sprawling market held on Wednesdays has 

everything from Thai bird chilies to banana dates. 

United Nations Plaza, Market and 7th Sts., S.F., 7 a.m.–5:30 p.m. 

Berkeley Farmers’ Market
The well-edited collection of stalls on Tuesdays 

draws chefs like Quince’s Michael Tusk to shop 

for produce on the other side of the bridge. 

Derby St. and Martin Luther King Jr. Way, Berkeley, 2–7 p.m.   

and the divas who throw them

Alexandra Tyndall and Claudia 
Ross. Then, of course, there’s 
seasoned vet Lori Puccinelli 
Stern. Despite having two kids 
under the age of 2, Puccinelli 
still throws some of the biggest 
bashes in town—attended by 
movers and shakers like Gavin 
Newsom. Tyndall and Ross 
might not be able to pull off an 
Ellison coup—yet—but Tyndall’s 
parties are a raging good time 
that can snag Jonny Moseley 
and shine a spotlight on the 
launch of a young company. She 
also scored a Chanel event, an 
account that Speer would have 
loved to call her own. Ross’s 
opening for Goyard, the luxury 
luggage outfit, was flanked by 
Ferraris and stocked with the 
sexiest crowd of unknowns we 
want to know, and international 

It girl Plum Sykes hired Ross for 
her book signing. 

Naturally, all this competition 
has ruffled some feathers. 
Rumor has it that Speer barely 
speaks to Tyndall and Ross 
(Speer was out of town for 
our photo shoot). But hey, the 
friction can only benefit the 
social scene—we can’t wait to 
see how they’ll try to top each 
other in the months ahead. 

You’re guaranteed a deliciously 
Eurochic crowd when you go 
with Claudia Ross. The former 
Northwest advertising director 
for Harper’s Bazaar and Marie 
Claire, she launched Cross 
Marketing just last year, but 
her list of clients is expanding 
fast. She does most of Saks 

Fifth Avenue’s special events (a 
prize she recently poached from 
Speer) and has thrown parties 
for the Raphael House and 
Nordstrom. She’s known for her 
killer benefits. Cocktails lead to 
charity, don’t you know?

San Francisco native Alexandra 
Tyndall hooks up the young, 
feisty locals; her events are 
always big fun. Tyndall learned 
the tricks of the trade at one of 
NYC’s hottest fashion PR firms, 
Paul Wilmont. Today, she runs 
Tyndall PR and has handled 
Dylan and Dylan Shoes, Otis 
lounge, Equinox Fitness, 
Dermalounge, a San Francisco 
Zoo II party, and Fashionbliss.
com. Watch your backs, ladies, 
Lex is on the move.

A fifth-generation San 
Franciscan, Lori Puccinelli 
Stern has corralled an 
impressive list of clients who 
keep coming back to her. At age 
25 she was the PR manager 
for Planet Hollywood San 
Francisco, and she still knows 
how to rope in the celebs. As 
senior executive at Glodow 
Nead Communications, she’s 
working on the upcoming Juicy 
Couture store opening and 
counts as clients Westfield San 
Francisco Centre, Ghirardelli 
Square, I Dream of Cake, Bliss 
and Remede spas, and the W 
Hotel. “I may not be able to 
perform brain surgery,” says 
Puccinelli, “but I can throw one 
hell of a party!” 

“I may not be able to 
perform brain surgery,” 
says Puccinelli, “but I can 
throw one hell of a party!” 

San Carlos Farmers’ Market 
This seasonal market featuring smoked fish and live music is open 

only on Thursdays until September 14. That’s still plenty of time to 

work your way through the 10 kinds of melons from Happy Boy Farms. 

Laurel and Cherry Sts., San Carlos, 4–8 p.m.   

San Francisco Ferry Plaza Farmers’ Market 
It’s big and exhausting, and it’s gotten more play than “I Will 

Survive” at a karaoke bar. But the assortment of farmers on 

Saturdays is as staggering as the prices are inflated. 

Ferry Building, 1 Embarcadero, S.F., 8 a.m.–2 p.m. 

San Rafael Civic Center Market 
The variety is intense: there are more farmers at this Sunday market 

than at any other market in the state. For the mindful carnivore, the 

superb beef purveyors Prather Ranch set up shop here. 

3501 Civic Center Dr., San Rafael, 8 a.m.–1 p.m. 

Old Oakland Farmers’ Market 
Don’t be fooled by the restored Victorians—this is no bobo playground, 

what with the live crayfish, bitter melon, and okra. Oakland’s diverse 

population is able to pick up the goods at reasonable prices on Fridays. 

9th and Broadway, Oakland, 8 a.m.–2 p.m.   
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book cover redesign

“end of print” by david carson



type study



mini-book with type study of Museo and Avenir

“wear sunscreen”

Read the directions, 

to your past

even if you don’t follow them.they’re your best

be nice to your siblings.

and the people most likely to 

stick with you in the future. 

LINK

Be careful  
whose advice you buy,

compliments you receive.

the insults.

tell me how.

but patient with those who supply it.

Advice is a form 
of nostalgia.

remember

forget

Dispensing it
is a way of fishing the past from the disposal,

wiping it off,
painting over the ugly parts

and recycling it for more than it’s worth.

if you succeed 
in doing this,

Don’t be reckless
with other people’s

don’t put up with people who 
are reckless with yours.



Akzidenz Grotesk poster

American Red Cross



WEB + MOBILE



group project, establishing functional mobile website

PG&E Mobile Site



ad campaign: landing page, email, and Facebook advertisement

“one day without shoes”



landscape scrolling one page website for female college freshmen

the first year experience

HBHB

Alright Ladies, welcome to the Howard Brodie Residence Hall! 
 My name is Alexis Britt and I will be your Resident Assistant, aka 
RA, during your first year here at the Academy of Art University. You’ve 
made a seriously awesome decision to come be a part of AAU and an 
even better decision to live here with me in Ho-Bro (yo!). We are the 
sugar, spice, and everything nice at the Academy so expect to make new 
friends, have lots of fun, and create an fantastic start to your academic 
career here as an Urban Knight. 
 So to welcome you to AAU and, in my humble opinion, to one 
the greatest cities in the world, San Francisco. You’ll be living mere 
moments away from Union Square and other various campus locations. 
So to help get your acclimated to your new surrounding I’ve created the 

TOP TEN Do’s & Don’ts of a Ho-Bro girl!

“DO get involved”

Welcome!Welcome!

Let’s start with number one

Do... get involved! #1,
Try to remember college should be challenging but you should make sure to have fun.

The Academy of Art University is unique for being one of the most prestigious art schools in 
the country that offers (almost) everything that all those “normal” colleges do. 

Campus Life and Leadership constantly has a full social calendar layed out for us with 
weekly movie nights, off-campus adventures, and special events that will allow you to get 
out from behind your desk and go meet people. 

The Campus Recreation offers even more things to do. Club sports teams and all kinds of 
exercise classes are free and easy to join in on the fun. 

And if that’s maybe a litttle too much, just remember to involve yourself in our house 
activities; we’ll get you involved slowly but surely to the AAU community that surrounds 
you. Don’t worry, I’ve got you covered.

All work and no play makes for a very sad Ho-Bro girl.
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conceptual photography for print

refitism

retifism
for the love of shoes

alexis britt

re·ti·fism
NOUN

1. the adoration of shoes, of all kinds

2. the presentation of the different personalities and personas  
shoes take, on an individual level
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food truck rebrand

final logo

fiveten burger

original logo:

restuarant brief:

An Oakland-based, gourmet food truck with artisan burgers and 
sandwiches made with fresh, locally-sourced ingredients.



food truck rebrand

fiveten burger

this is our

#represent

BURGER
NATION

� vetenburger.com

@� vetenburger

we are in a

of mind
GOLDEN

STATE

� vetenburger.com

@� vetenburger

#represent

does it betterNOBODY

#represent
� vetenburger.com

@� vetenburger



food truck rebrand

fiveten burger



food truck rebrand

fiveten burger
food truck rebrand

fiveten burger



food truck rebrand

fiveten burger



charity matching company, branding campaign

echo

alexis britt
wnm 310

logo
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logo

correct usage
- echo logo and mark may used together with the 
correct spacing restrictions or individually with 
correct spacing restrictions
- both can be used on black or white solid background



alexis britt
wnm 310

logo

correct usage, one-color
- when using one color, the mark must be used with white, black, 
or “Echo purple” and individually without the logo

single color black on white

white on black
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logo

logo no-go’s
1. Do not rotate of the logo.
2. Do not break of the letters of the mark.
3. Do not reverse the order of logo then mark.
4. Do not use gradients of any color for the logo or 
mark.
5. Do not use the logo or mark on any gradients.

1 2

3

4 5
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spacing restrictions

x the width of the stem of the “h”
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word list

connect

capture

light

verb

verb

verb, noun

1. to bring together or into contact so that a real or notional link is established
2. to form a relationship or feel an affinity

1. to record or express accurately in words or pictures
2. to absorb

1. to ignite
2. the understanding of a problem; enlightenment
3. the natural agent that stimulates sight and makes things visible
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logotype: additional materials

Color Palette Additional Mark
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spacing restrictions continued

when used individually

logo mark
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logo

symmetry 
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logo

vs. the original font, Museo
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spacing restrictions continued

y the height of the stem of the “h” inlcuding two x spaces will be used in determining correct pro-
portions of the mark and logo relationship
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colors / fonts

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789 ? ! &

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789 ? ! &

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789 ? ! &

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789 ? ! &

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789 ? ! &

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789 ? ! &

RGB: 90, 155, 198
CMYK:  65, 28, 8, 0
Pantone COLOR Bridge:  Pantone 645
Hex: # 5A9BC6

RGB: 232, 231, 69
CMYK:  12, 0, 85, 0
Pantone COLOR Bridge:  Pantone 397
Hex: #E8E745

RGB: 173, 108, 224
CMYK: 44, 63, 0, 0
Pantone COLOR Bridge:  Pantone 2592
Hex: # AD6CE0

RGB: 173, 108, 224
CMYK: 60, 48, 0, 0
Pantone COLOR Bridge:  Pantone 2736
Hex: # 6F80C5

Museo

Soho Gothic Pro

Echo Violet

Fountain Blue

Reflection Purple

Hashtag Green
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advertisements
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advertisements
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advertisements
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Echo
Be the echo and support TOMS Shoes and their campaign, #aday-
withoutshoes. Let’s see thouse toes and all the places you go.

- Basic, square ads to be featured 
in news feeds from Facebook, to 
Tumblr, and of course Instagram

- Hits target market across all 
platforms

location

advertisements
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ambient advertising

the echo booth

A standing pillar/board display that would pick up key 
phrases or words heard by passerbys and then would 
change interface to a flow of related images from echo.

Prominent areas with lots of foot 
traffic, ideally shopping centers both 
indoor and outdoor that feature pop-
ular merchandise or products to hit 
target audience

Users may also interact with display by 
following prompts within the interface to 
be shown images from echo.

description

location
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merchandise

- T-shirts of course could be an option but 
Instagram photographers are getting to be 
obessesive

- Could easily team up with companies that print 
users Instagrammed photo for with discounts 
for being an Echo

- Also the idea of magnets from the photos; its 
becoming very popular and without costing a 
lot you get a ton personality expressed in 1x1” 
sqaures

keeping with the market
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echo
Donation Matching Program

How It Works

For Example

company pitch

A company that is a platform for corporately backed charities and non-profits to use 
social media, specifically Instagram and Vine, to obtain $1 donations from users who 
capture an image or video related to the charity presented every day. 

Every day a new charity/non-profit is presented by Echo.
The users are given a brief summary and a theme/specific aspect of that charity/non-profit.
With that, users are asked to echo back with Instagram/Vine images relating to it.
By using the specified tags, each echo counts as $1 towards that specific charity/non-profit. 

Echo presents the Susan G. Komen for the Cure for today. Users are asked to capture some-
thing pink and tag “echo” and “alittlebitofpink”. 
Echo presents The Princess Project for today. Users are asked to capture their best formal wear 
possibly “throwback thursday” and tag “echo” and “fancyformal”. 
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IA map

overview
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IA map

the user
Allie and Sarah
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IA map

the client
TOMS shoe company
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homepage
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how Echo works
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gallery/past Echoes
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FYI
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branding campaign, san francisco coffee enthusiats

percolate SF

Coffee has always been popular in San Francisco. Residents and 

visitors will line up for 5 dollar cups of hand-brewed, single-serve 

creations. Fans and connoisseurs of coffee flock to locations where 

labor-intensive single cup servings, specialty blends, micro-roasting 

and luxury pairings are “de rigueur.” *

According to the Small Business Market Research Report, specialty coffee sales 

have been increasing by 20% on a yearly basis, and they make up almost 8% of the 

US coffee market that encompasses $18 billion. Not surprisingly, Seattle has the 

highest number of coffee shops per 100,000 residents in the city.  But Manhattan 

and San Francisco nearly tied for second.**

“In San Francisco, a coffee renaissance is brewing”

WHy PERCOLATE?

verb

1 [ no obj. ] (of a liquid or gas) filter gradually through a porous surface or substance: 
the water percolating through the soil may leach out minerals.

 • (of information or an idea or feeling) spread gradually through an area or group of people: 

 this issue has percolated into the public consciousness.

2 [ no obj. ] (of coffee) be prepared in a percolator: he put some coffee on to percolate.
 • [ with obj. ] prepare (coffee) in a percolator: (as adj. percolated) : freshly percolated coffee.

 • be or become full of lively activity or excitement: the night was percolating with an expectant energy.

percolate per·co·late

branding campaign, san francisco coffee enthusiats

percolate SF



Percolate SF is the collection of San Francisco coffee professionals 

and enthusiasts sharing our collective passion for local specialty 

coffees, promoting the community, connecting purveyors to 

consumers, and celebrating the craft.

For Percolate SF, I wanted to focus on creating and extending the 
atmosphere and experiences to the each of the elements, especially the 

virtual. The main focus being the on the community and the spreading of 

information about the local, specialty coffees of San Francisco.

Mission Statement & Design Statement

coffee

espresso

milk

foam

bold

bright

linger

light

steam

barista

hot

cups

saucers

relax

beans

sife

water

brown

cream

white

place

people

connect

place

brew

sip

drip

roast

percolate

sit

sf

city

morning

evening

taste

columbia

gUAtemala

hawaii

kona

wood

steel

aluminum

paper

ceramic

press

steep

stir

still

sugar

time

flavor

routine

local

specialized

unique

tradition

technique

stone

neighbors

community

popular

local

caffeine

grow

learn

brew

share

purveyor

celebrate

consume

connect

welcoming

nuture

craft

refreshing

awake

personal

gather

collaborate

ATMOSPHERE

wordlist

branding campaign, san francisco coffee enthusiats

percolate SF



Moodboard The Environment

branding campaign, san francisco coffee enthusiats

percolate SF
branding campaign, san francisco coffee enthusiats

percolate SF



Functionality 

website

web app

the knock box

Using a Perk Code members will be able to log-in and view events, map and descriptions/ratings of 
local roasters and cafes, highlights from baristas about the processing and making of specific drinks. 
Members will also be able to login into their own passport to view their ratings of different roasts, 
locations, baristas at each cafe.

Passport application; Percolate SF members will be able to login into their own passbook to docu-
ment their experiences with vine/instagram/twitter, be able to post ratings of the different roasts, 
drinks, baristas at each location, as well as view the member features from the website.

Subcription-based mail delivered home brewing kits: containing a new commerative cup of the 
month, a small bag of the feature roast of the month, small information pamphlet about the roast and 
the preferred brewing method. For the first 5 deliveries, a different featured brewing appliance with 
also be included as part of the Knock Box

HOW MEMBERSHIP WORKS
Percolate SF members will be refered by the professionals in the SF 
Coalition and current members will be allowed to refer up to five 
individuals as well. 
 
Membership will also be offered to local residents through their 
subscription to Barista Magazine.

This is our art. We make things. We are steeped in tradition. 
We define passion. We are the craftsmen of co	ee. 

1.  Go to PercolateSF.com.
2. Redeem your Perk Code from below.
3. Create an account and start percolating.

SF

J O I N  T H E  C O A L I T I O N

P E R K  C O D E :

5 h n 2 7 u w t

branding campaign, san francisco coffee enthusiats

percolate SF



MARKETING Print Advertisements

SF

P e r c o l a t e S F . C O M

This is our art. We’re in it for the love of perfection. We sit, sip, and savour life with 
each cup. We think sizes are overrated. We enjoy the subtle details. We are a 
community. We don’t interrupt the process. We understand timing is everything and 
the great things take time. We are friends with our baristas. We are the baristas. We 
believe in fair trade. We support the sharing of information. We consider ourselves 
the creme of the crema. We ca�einate the 7x7. We know sugar and spice doesn’t 
make everything nice. We enjoy the perks. We know doppio is just always better. We 
work well under pressure. We find waiting in line to a be worth the wait. We don’t 
sacrifice taste for just a simple logo. We live for our neighborhoods and value helping 
them grow. We go home smelling like co�ee no matter what. We specialize behind 
the bar. We learn from one another. We connect our communities with the world. 
We hang out, o�ine. We do like to stir things up a bit. We make things. We are 
steeped in tradition. We define passion. We are the craftsmen of co�ee. 

SFP e r c o l a t e S F . C O M

Specifically fcousing on the voice and attitude of our target mar-
ket, Percolate SF would stay true to that message of it’s all about 
the community around these coffee establishments.

This campaign could easily translate into a print ad for Barista 
Magazine, web banners, etc.

MARKETING Print Advertisements

SF

P e r c o l a t e S F . C O M

This is our art. We’re in it for the love of perfection. We sit, sip, and savour life with 
each cup. We think sizes are overrated. We enjoy the subtle details. We are a 
community. We don’t interrupt the process. We understand timing is everything and 
the great things take time. We are friends with our baristas. We are the baristas. We 
believe in fair trade. We support the sharing of information. We consider ourselves 
the creme of the crema. We ca�einate the 7x7. We know sugar and spice doesn’t 
make everything nice. We enjoy the perks. We know doppio is just always better. We 
work well under pressure. We find waiting in line to a be worth the wait. We don’t 
sacrifice taste for just a simple logo. We live for our neighborhoods and value helping 
them grow. We go home smelling like co�ee no matter what. We specialize behind 
the bar. We learn from one another. We connect our communities with the world. 
We hang out, o�ine. We do like to stir things up a bit. We make things. We are 
steeped in tradition. We define passion. We are the craftsmen of co�ee. 

SFP e r c o l a t e S F . C O M

Specifically fcousing on the voice and attitude of our target mar-
ket, Percolate SF would stay true to that message of it’s all about 
the community around these coffee establishments.

This campaign could easily translate into a print ad for Barista 
Magazine, web banners, etc.

branding campaign, san francisco coffee enthusiats

percolate SF



MARKETING
Print Advertisements

branding campaign, san francisco coffee enthusiats
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Magazine Advertisements

P e r c o l a t e S F . C O M

This is our art. We’re in it for the love of perfection. We 
sit, sip, and savour life with each cup. We think sizes are 
overrated. We enjoy the subtle details. We are a 
community. We don’t interrupt the process. We 
understand timing is everything and the great things 
take time. We are friends with our baristas. We are the 
baristas. We believe in fair trade. We support the 
sharing of information. We consider ourselves the 
creme of the crema. We ca�einate the 7x7. We know 
sugar and spice doesn’t make everything nice. We enjoy 
the perks. We know doppio is just always better. We 
work well under pressure. We find waiting in line to a be 
worth the wait. We don’t sacrifice taste for just a simple 
logo. We live for our neighborhoods and value helping 
them grow. We go home smelling like co�ee no matter 
what. We specialize behind the bar. We learn from one 
another. We connect our communities with the world. 
We hang out, o�ine. We do like to stir things up a bit. 
We make things. We are steeped in tradition. We define 
passion. We are the craftsmen of co�ee. 
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MARKETING
Motion Graphic Ad

Carrying over the print campaign, Percolate SF would feature a 
motion bumper made of video with text overlays that continue to 
capture the spirit and attitude of our community.
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THe Knock BOx
The physical kit of Percolate SF

The Knock Box is the month subscription 
service for Percolate SF members. The box 
comes when you specify it too, like a wine 
order, it is only processed upon approval so 
members will always get what they want 
from the Knock Box subscription.

With the first five Knock Box deliveries new 
members will be able to build up their home 
brewing set-up with the delivery of 5 unique 
brewing equipment. 
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Website

it’s ABOUT

AND

WHAT YOU KNOW
WHERE YOU GO

V

Blue Bottle Leaves It’s Mark Local Baristas Are Off To Nationals

In The Brew

James Freeman’s first memory of coffee 
comes from when he was 4 or 5, growing 
up in rural Humboldt County, Calif. His 
parents let him open a container of MJB 
Coffee. And after that he was hooked.

Some of our top baristas were awarded 
the creme de la creme Sunday during the 
finals of the South West Regional Barista 
Competition at the Top of the Ritt in 
Downtown Santa Cruz.

Behind the bar

Join SF Percolate

We are the collection of San Francisco coffee professionals and enthusiasts sharing our passion for local 
specialty coffee, promoting community, connecting purveyors to consumers, and celebrating the craft.

SIGN UP USING YOUR PERK CODE

About In The Brew Behind the bar Contact loginKnock boxAbout In The Brew Behind the bar Contact loginKnock box
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Font: Novecento Wide Bold

LOGO

SF SF

SF SF

SF SF

SF SF

Color Variations

The reversed logo shown here is 
a unique logo specifically created 
for usage on black, not merely 
a reversed-out version of the 
standard logo. 
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SF

This diagram indicates the staging 
specifications for the logo. The logo 
must be surrounded on all sides 
by the specified clear space to 
separate it distinctly from any other 
graphic elements. This clear space 
and separation from other ele-
ments provides graphic impact and 
preserves the integrity of the logo.

Clear space is equal to the height of 
a uppercase O from the logo. The 
clear space will vary with the size of 
the logo.

Clearspace

DO NOT

• use patterns in the clear space

• use off-brand colors in the clear space

• allow text inside the clear space

• use graphic elements inside the clear space

DO NOT

• stretch or distort the graphic mark or logotype

• change the color of the logo 

• change the size relationship between the logo elements

• No GRADIANT COLOR OF THE LOGO

• no PATTERNS IN THE LOGO

No Gos 

The Percolate SF logo is designed for specific uses to maintain con-
sistency and the integrity of the brand. Here are some examples of 
how not to use the logo.
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